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Chapman School of Law Achieves 2nd Tier in Latest U.S. News Ranking

ORANGE, Calif., April 15, 2010  The 2011 *U.S. News & World Report* ranking of the nation’s top law schools was revealed today and the good news keeps coming for the Chapman University School of Law. The 15-year-old law school has moved into the prestigious second tier, which, at #93, puts Chapman in the top 100 ABA law schools in the United States. The move is the second major jump in two years, with Chapman having moved into the third tier in 2008.

This is an extraordinary achievement for our School of Law, moving up in the rankings this quickly in just over 15 years since its founding, said Chapman President Jim Doti. It is a tribute to the dedication and hard work of our past deans, John Eastman and Parham Williams, and to our outstanding law faculty who have always reflected such credit upon Chapman University.

The Chapman School of Law’s most recent dean, John Eastman, stepped down in February to seek the Republican nomination for California Attorney General, although he remains on the Chapman law faculty. The school is currently undertaking a national search for a new dean. Scott Howe, a criminal law expert and member of the Chapman law faculty, is serving as interim dean.

Dean Howe stated, We are pleased that others are recognizing Chapman as an excellent law school. Howe attributes the rise in ranking to a number of factors, including a rapid rise in bar pass rate, an influx of top faculty members, exacting admissions standards, expanding clinical programs, and one of the lowest student-faculty ratios in the country.

The new ranking will be formally announced and celebrated on Tuesday, April 20 following the Chapman School of Law’s annual Madison Lecture, a re-enactment of a famous historical trial that includes law students and a distinguished visiting judge. This year’s Madison Lecture, a re-enactment of the 1810 Fletcher v. Peck case, will take place from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Room 244 of Kennedy Hall, with visiting judge Janice Rogers Brown of the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit, presiding.

Immediately following the case re-enactment, the 2nd tier announcement celebration will be held in the lobby of Kennedy Hall, after which a reception honoring past dean John Eastman will take place.

ABOUT THE CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
The Chapman University School of Law, founded in 1995 is recognized for its high-caliber faculty, diverse academic programs and commitment to a dynamic and personalized legal education, with options that include multiple LL.M. and certificate programs, enriching electives and nationally recognized advocacy competitions. Law students also have the opportunity to learn and serve the community through a number of clinics, including the Low-Income Tax Law Clinic, Military Families Law Center and AMVETS Clinic, Alona Cortese Elder Law Center,
Family Violence Clinic and Claremont Institute for Constitutional Jurisprudence. The Chapman University School of Law is fully accredited by the American Bar Association (ABA) and is a member of the Association of American Law Schools (AALS).